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About This Game

A hex based farming game with a twist. Set in a dystopian future where farming on earth is nearly impossible, you must take to
the stars to grow food for humanity.

After landing on a remote planet you are given a biodome, a tractor, and a couple of tools. You will need to manage the land,
grow crops, and make a profit.

As your space colony grows, new crops will become available. From modified but familiar fruit and vegetables from Earth, to
new and exotic vegetation native to your new planet. Even try your hand at building a forestry.
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When you grow your crop, adventurers will arrive to join your colony. Reach a high enough population and you will be able to
build new habitats and research facilities, and in return you will be rewarded with access to the resources the expansion has to
offer. Maintaining a space colony isn’t easy; colonists will give you requests and if you can’t provide for them then some may

leave.

You will discover some new tools and equipment to help you along the way:

Watering cans and sprinklers will let you water your crops;

Lights will help you see at night;

Chainsaws will let you cut down trees;

And more...
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Title: Galactic Harvester
Genre: Casual, Indie, Simulation, Early Access
Developer:
ToastieLabs
Publisher:
ToastieLabs
Release Date: 23 Mar, 2018

 7ad7b8b382 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 10

Processor: i7 7700k

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidea GTX970

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 5 GB available space

English
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great game really fun to play. Nice graphics and fun gameplay. Recommended. \ud83d\udc4d Looking forward to seeing the
updates.. Well I played this for a while.
I used to be an avid keyboard gamer but I felt this would be a lot easier with a contoller.
It is still in EA currently but this has everythign going for it.
If there was multiplayer online in it that;d be cool too.
5\/10
. Well I played this for a while.
I used to be an avid keyboard gamer but I felt this would be a lot easier with a contoller.
It is still in EA currently but this has everythign going for it.
If there was multiplayer online in it that;d be cool too.
5\/10
. Nice graphics and fun gameplay. Recommended. \ud83d\udc4d Looking forward to seeing the updates.. Wow. Wow. Wow.
Wow. The developers of this game should have known better than to put this up in its current state. I understand Early Access, a
good half of the titles in my 274 game library are probably Early Access, but this game comes nowhere near to the same level of
completion you'd expect for a title being pushed for $10. This is a bare bones alpha build with non-existant game play. You
heard it here folks; you're basically paying for a tech demo.

There isn't much of anything (if anything) to do. You can purchase a few things from the shop, kick them around with your
forklift, and that's about it. As far as I could tell, there is no way to plant any of the seeds you buy. They materialize on the
street, instead of being placed into some kind of inventory, primed and ready for a rousing game of truck soccer.

If this game was marketed as Truck Soccer, it would have been a lot more honest but, then again, I wouldn't have bought it.
Hold off on this one until more work has been done. It's a good concept but right now that's all it is.. great game really fun to
play. Wow. Wow. Wow. Wow. The developers of this game should have known better than to put this up in its current state. I
understand Early Access, a good half of the titles in my 274 game library are probably Early Access, but this game comes
nowhere near to the same level of completion you'd expect for a title being pushed for $10. This is a bare bones alpha build with
non-existant game play. You heard it here folks; you're basically paying for a tech demo.

There isn't much of anything (if anything) to do. You can purchase a few things from the shop, kick them around with your
forklift, and that's about it. As far as I could tell, there is no way to plant any of the seeds you buy. They materialize on the
street, instead of being placed into some kind of inventory, primed and ready for a rousing game of truck soccer.

If this game was marketed as Truck Soccer, it would have been a lot more honest but, then again, I wouldn't have bought it.
Hold off on this one until more work has been done. It's a good concept but right now that's all it is.
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